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We study the quantum anomalous Hall effect in a strip of stripes model coupled to a magnetic
texture with zero total magnetization and in the presence of strong electron-electron interactions.
A helical magnetization along the stripes and a spin-selective coupling between the stripes gives rise
to a bulk gap and chiral edge modes. Depending on the ratio between the period of the magnetic
structure and the Fermi wavelength, the system can exhibit the integer or fractional quantum
anomalous Hall effect. In the fractional regime, the quasiparticles have fractional charges and non-
trivial Abelian braid statistics.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Pm; 73.21.Hb; 73.43.Cd
Introduction. The quantum anomalous Hall effect
(QAHE) in two-dimensional systems attracted wide at-
tention recently [1, 2]. In contrast to the standard quan-
tum Hall effect (QHE) [3, 4] induced by a perpendicular
uniform magnetic field, the QAHE can occur at zero to-
tal magnetic field, as shown by Pankratov [5] and by
Haldane [6] for models exhibiting a single chiral edge
mode, in close analogy to the integer QHE at filling fac-
tor ν = 1. The QAHE has been predicted to occur in
a variety of materials such as mercury-based quantum
wells [7–9], graphene [10–12], silicene [13] or heavy ele-
ment based systems [14], and kagome [15] or optical lat-
tices [16]. Experimental signatures of the QAHE have
recently been reported for magnetically doped topologi-
cal insulators [2, 17] and for optical lattices [18].
While the focus of previous work has been on the spe-
cial case ν = 1, we will propose and study here a general
model that exhibits not only an arbitrary integer QAHE
(IQAHE) with l chiral edge modes, where l is a posi-
tive integer, but also a fractional QAHE (FQAHE) in the
presence of strong electron-electron interactions. The lat-
ter features edge modes with Abelian quasiparticles that
carry fractional charge e/q, where e is the elementary
electron charge and q a positive odd integer.
Our construction is based on an anisotropic strip of
stripes model that allows for treating the electron mo-
tion in the direction perpendicular to the stripes as a
small perturbation [19–32]. The strip is embedded in a
magnetic material with fixed magnetic texture that cou-
ples to the spins of the itinerant electrons. Aiming at
the QAHE, the magnetization is considered to be spa-
tially modulated such that on average it is equal to zero.
In particular, we assume a helical magnetization inside
the stripes. The tunneling between the stripes is spin-
selective, which could be achieved by a magnetic medium
between the stripes. Alternatively, the same effect can be
achieved via spin-orbit interaction and alternating mag-
netization instead of helical fields [33].
If the spatial periodic modulation of the magnetic tex-
ture is commensurable with the Fermi wavelength, the
system is in the QAHE regime if certain conditions are
fulfilled. Generally, the strength of the helical fields in-
side each stripe should dominate over the tunneling am-
plitude between the stripes. In the fractional regime,
electron-electron interactions should be strong enough to
enable backscattering of electrons inside the stripes [24–
26]. As we will see, for a fixed chemical potential (fixed
magnetic texture), one can tune between integer and frac-
tional QAHE regime by changing the pitch of the mag-
netic texture (changing the chemical potential).
Model. We consider a strip of stripes model. The
strip aligned in the y-direction consists of an array of
tunnel-coupled stripes (alternatively referred to as cou-
pled wire construction) aligned in the x-direction [24–
28], see Fig. 1. Two neighboring stripes labeled by in-
FIG. 1. A strip of stripes aligned in y-direction with the
stripes (green rectangles) lying along x-direction hosting itin-
erant electrons. Two neighboring stripes labeled by m = ±1
form a unit cell labeled by n. The localized magnetic mo-
ments inside each stripe produce a helical magnetization (blue
arrows) with period pil/kF and of opposite chiralities for
m = ±1. Here, kF is the Fermi wavevector inside the stripes.
The tunneling between stripes is spin-conserving and spin-
selective, i.e., only spin-up (spin-down) electrons can tunnel
between stripes belonging to the same unit cell (to different
unit cells). The tunneling amplitude is spatially non-uniform
and has a substantial Fourier component at 2kF /l. The total
magnetization of the texture is zero.
2dices m = ±1 form the unit cell. The electrons propa-
gate freely along the stripes. The tunneling amplitude
between two neighboring stripes is assumed to be weak
compared to the Fermi energy inside each stripe such
that it can be treated perturbatively. We first treat each
stripe as independent and then add the tunneling terms
as small perturbations. Here, we choose the spin quanti-
zation axis along the z-direction (see below). The chemi-
cal potential µ, which sets the Fermi wavevector kF , and
the electron density are assumed to be uniform over the
entire strip.
The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian corresponding to
the mth stripe in nth unit cell is written as
H0,nm =
∑
σ=±1
∫
dx Ψ†nmσ
(
−~
2∂2x
2m0
− µ
)
Ψnmσ. (1)
Here, the annihilation operator Ψnmσ(x) removes an elec-
tron (of effective massm0 and charge e) with spin σ = ±1
at the position x of the mth stripe in nth unit cell.
To be more specific, we assume that the effective mag-
netic field acting on the electron spins inside each stripe
rotates in the xy-plane as
M(l)m (x) = M [cos
(
2kF
x
l
)
xˆ+ (−1)m sin(2kF x
l
)yˆ], (2)
where xˆ and yˆ are unit vectors in x- and y-direction,
resp., l is either a positive integer or a fraction of the
type 1/q, with q being an odd positive integer (see below).
Generally, the magnetization can deviate from above spe-
cific form M
(l)
m (x) without changing the main results as
long as it has a substantial Fourier component at 2kF /l.
The direction of rotation is opposite in the two stripes
forming a unit cell. The magnetic spiral is right-handed
(left-handed) for stripes with m = 1 (m = 1¯). Such
a magnetic texture could be produced in several ways.
First, it could be generated by extrinsic nanomagnets
[33–37]. Second, it could be obtained by making use of
a skyrmion texture in the underlying magnetic material
[38–42]. Third, one can imagine a helix of local magnetic
moments, such as nuclear spins or magnetic impurities,
formed intrinsically via, for example, RKKY interaction
in an underlying strip of stripes [28, 43–47]. Finally, we
assume that the coupling of the texture field to the elec-
tron orbit is negligible.
The corresponding Zeeman term is given by
H
(l)
M,nm =
∑
σ,σ′
∫
dx Ψ†nmσ
(
µM(l)m · σ
)
σσ′
Ψnmσ′ , (3)
where σ = (σx, σy, σz) is a vector composed of the Pauli
matrices σi representing the electron spin. The energy
scale given by ∆M = µM depends on the coupling con-
stant µ between the local magnetization M and the elec-
tron spin.
The aforementioned tunneling between two neighbor-
ing stripes is assumed to be both spin and position de-
pendent. This can be achieved, for example, by plac-
ing nanomagnets that polarize the medium between the
stripes or be a consequence of intrinsic magnetic ordering.
As a result, the hopping between stripes inside the same
unit cell (belonging to neighboring unit cells) is allowed
only for spin-up (spin-down) electrons. In addition, we
assume that the magnitude of the tunneling amplitude
t(l)(x) = t0 + 2tl cos(2kFx/l) [with t0 and tl, for simplic-
ity, being non-negative] is spatially modulated, giving
H
(l)
t =
∑
n,σ
∫
dx t(l)
(
Ψ†n1σΨ[n+(1−σ)/2]1¯σ +H.c.
)
. (4)
Here, we consistently choose the spatial modulations
of the tunneling term t(l)(x) and the magnetic texture
M
(l)
m (x) to be the same as it is the case for both extrin-
sically and intrinsically imposed periodicity.
Single chiral edge mode. We begin with the single edge
mode regime characterized by the effective ‘filling factor’
l = 1. First we consider the case with chiral edge modes
propagating along y-direction and then along x-direction.
For the moment, we assume that the system is peri-
odic in the y-direction and contains N unit cells, i.e.,
2N stripes, and search for edge modes that are lo-
calized in the x-direction and propagate along the y-
direction. For convenience we introduce the momen-
tum ky defined by the Fourier transform Ψkymσ(x) =∑
n e
inkyayΨnmσ(x)/
√
N , where ay is the unit cell size.
By analogy, we introduce the momentum k in the x-
direction taken from the Fermi wavevector kF [48]. The
topological phase transition is determined by the condi-
tions under which the topological gap closes [49]. Exclud-
ing the trivial case ∆M = 0, we find that the spectrum
has a gap at the chemical potential, except for these spe-
cial parameter values k = ky = 0 and t
2
1 − t20 = ±∆M t1,
in the vicinity of which the bulk gap closes and reopens
as function of these parameters [49]. This behavior sug-
gests that there is a topological phase transition, which,
however, needs to be checked in more detail.
The general expression for the energy spectrum is too
involved if all parameters are non-zero. Thus, we focus
on the case t0 = 0 (see also below), which we can treat
fully analytically. The bulk spectrum is given by
E0,± = ±
√
(~υFk)2 + t21, (5)
E±,± = ±
√
(~υFk)2 + t21 +∆
2
M ± 2t1∆M cos(kyay/2),
where E0,± is twofold degenerate. The energy of
the edge modes is found to be ǫ = t1 sin(kyay/2)
with kyay ∈ (−π, π) under the condition ∆M >
t1 cos(kyay/2) (see Ref. 49 for more details). The
localization length is determined as ξ = max{ξ0, ξ−}
with ξ0 = ~υF /[t1 cos(kyay/2)] and ξ− = ~υF /[∆M −
t1 cos(kyay/2)].
3The presence of edge modes in x-direction can be easily
seen in the limit ∆M ≫ t0, t1 (deep inside the topological
phase), where we can use a two-step perturbation proce-
dure. In a first step, we rewrite the Hamiltonian consist-
ing of the kinetic [H0, see Eq. (1)] and Zeeman [H
(1)
M , see
Eq. (3)] terms in a basis composed of slowly-varying left
Lnmσ(x) and right Rnmσ(x) movers inside each stripe
[48], Ψnmσ(x) = e
ikF xRnmσ(x) + e
−ikF xLnmσ(x). In
what follows, we define the Hamiltonian density H as
H =
∑N
n=1
∫
dx H(x). As a result of such linearization,
the kinetic term assumes the form
H0 =
∑
m,σ=±1
i~υF
[
L†nmσ∂xLnmσ −R†nmσ∂xRnmσ
]
, (6)
while the Zeeman term becomes
H(1)M = ∆M
[
R†n11Ln11¯ +R
†
n1¯1¯
Ln1¯1 +H.c.
]
. (7)
Here, we neglect all fast-oscillating terms. We note that
H
(1)
M gaps out only half of the modes [33]. The modes
Ln11, Rn11¯, Ln1¯1¯, and Rn1¯1 do not occur in H
(1)
M and
thus are still gapless, see Fig. 2.
In a second step, we include the tunneling term [see Eq.
(4)]. Here, we note that a momentum-conserving tunnel-
ing process of amplitude t0 does not directly couple the
above-mentioned gapless modes and, thus, is irrelevant
in leading order of perturbation theory. (We note here
FIG. 2. The energy spectrum of a strip of stripes in the
momentum representation for l = 1. Each parabola, being
initially twofold degenerate in spin, represents the spectrum
of a particle freely propagating in x-direction. The magnetic
texture opens partial gaps of the size 2∆M in the bulk spec-
trum but leaves gapless modes Ln11(x), Rn11¯(x), Ln1¯1¯(x), and
Rn1¯1(x), with n being the unit cell index. The spin-selective
hopping t1 between stripes gaps out these gapless modes in
the bulk. However, there remain still gapless propagating
modes at the edges: one chiral mode RN11¯(x) at the upper
edge and one chiral mode L11¯1¯(x) at the lower edge.
that similarly we can neglect other possible tunneling
terms, not considered above, if they are non-resonant or
are of smaller magnitude than t1 and thus are not strong
enough to close the bulk gap.) In contrast, the t1 tun-
neling terms connect the gapless modes not affected by
the Zeeman term,
H(1)t = t1[L†n11Rn1¯1 +R†n11¯L(n+1)1¯1¯ +H.c.]. (8)
This coupling results in a fully gapped bulk spectrum.
However, there is one gapless mode left at each of the
two edges of the strip. In the unit cell n = 1 (n = N),
the mode L11¯1¯ (RN11¯) is gapless.
The single chiral edge modes found above correspond
to the QAHE edge states as the magnetic field is zero on
average. The direction of propagation of the modes is set
by the helicity of the magnetic texture in the bulk. The
spin polarization of the edge modes depends on whether
the corresponding boundary stripe is m = 1 or m = 1¯.
We note that the scheme described above can be eas-
ily generalized to other integer values of l, resulting in l
propagating modes at the same edge [49].
Fractional quantum anomalous Hall effect. Next, we
focus on the fractional QAHE characterized by l = 1/q,
with q a positive odd integer. This regime can be ob-
tained by choosing t(1/q)(x) and M(1/q)(x) such that the
new Fermi wavelength 2π/kF is a multiple of the scatter-
ing term periodicity πq/kF . Under this condition, how-
ever, the direct scattering between right- and left-movers
is not possible due to momentum conservation. As a
consequence, the opening of gaps can then occur only in
the regime of strong electron-electron interactions where
backscattering, which can compensate for the momen-
tum mismatch, plays a crucial role [24–26, 58]. Below we
focus on the regime of l = 1/3, but the results can be
straightforwardly generalized to any ‘filling factor’ of the
form l = 1/q.
To begin with, we make use of backscatter-
ing terms [50] due to electron interactions (see
Fig. 3) and construct the spin helix scattering
term H
(1/3)
M in leading order that conserves momen-
tum, H(1/3)M = gM
(
R†n11Ln11¯[R
†
n11Ln11][R
†
n11¯
Ln11¯] +
R†
n1¯1¯
Ln1¯1[R
†
n1¯1¯
Ln1¯1¯][R
†
n1¯1
Ln1¯1]
)
+ H.c. Similarly, the
tunneling term H
(1/3)
t in leading order in the interac-
tions, which conserves both momentum and spin, is
given by H(1/3)t = gt
(
L†n11Rn1¯1[L
†
n11Rn11][L
†
n1¯1
Rn1¯1] +
R†
n11¯
L(n+1)1¯1¯[R
†
n11¯
(x)Ln1¯1¯][R
†
(n+1)1¯1¯
L(n+1)1¯1¯] + H.c.
)
.
Here, gt (gM ) is proportional to the initial tunneling am-
plitude t1/3 (∆M ) and to gB, where g
2
B describes the
strength of the backscattering term arising from electron-
electron interactions. Importantly, the term H
(1/3)
M com-
mutes with H
(1/3)
t , and, thus, they can be ordered simul-
taneously in the RG sense (see below) [30–32].
4FIG. 3. The scattering processes for a strip of stripe model
at the filling factor l = 1/3 which include strong interactions.
The spectrum of spin-up (right parabola, green) and spin-
down (left parabola, blue) electrons are shown separately for
each stripe. The helical magnetic field of period pi/3kF can
open a gap in the spectrum only if spin-conserving backscat-
tering processes due to electron-electron interactions is taken
into account (red dotted lines). The same applies to the tun-
neling terms (brown dotted lines).
To treat electron-electron interactions in the one-
dimensional stripes, we make use of the Luttinger liq-
uid formalism based on bosonization techniques [50].
First, we introduce chiral fields φrnmσ via Rnmσ(x) =
eiφ1nmσ(x) and Lnmσ(x) = e
iφ1¯nmσ(x). We do not
take into account Klein factors explicitly in the present
work. However, by choosing the commutation relation
for bosonic fields as [φrnmσ(x), φrnmσ(x
′)] = irπ sgn(x−
x′), the anticommutation relation for the same fermion
branch can be satisfied explicitly. At the same time, fol-
lowing standard practice, we neglect the anticommuta-
tion relations between two different fermion branches to
keep calculations simple [30].
To progress further, we introduce new bosonic fields
φ˜rnmσ = (2φrnmσ − φr¯nmσ)/3, which obey non-standard
commutation relations, [φ˜rnmσ(x), φ˜rnmσ(x
′)] =
(irπ/3) sgn(x − x′). This leads to a simplified form of
the nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian. In particular,
H
(1/3)
M and H
(1/3)
t read
H(1/3)M = gM
∑
σ=±1
cos[3(φ˜1¯nσσ¯ − φ˜1nσσ)],
H(1/3)t = gt
∑
σ=±1
cos[3(φ˜1¯nσσ − φ˜1[n+(1−σ)/2]σ¯σ)]. (9)
In the strong coupling regime, the cosines are getting
pinned (ordered) in such way that the total energy is
minimal [30–32, 51–55]. This means that all fields ex-
cept for φ˜1111¯ in the first unit cell and φ˜1¯N 1¯1¯ in the last
unit cell are gapped. These remaining gapless modes rep-
resent the edge modes. The elementary excitations of the
edge modes are non-trivial, as follows directly from the
form of H(1/3)M,t and the commutation relations between
the φ˜-fields derived above: they carry a fractional charge
e/3 with corresponding Abelian braid statistics [24, 32].
Hence, the presence of the edge modes and their prop-
erties confirm that the system is in the FQAHE regime
corresponding to an effective ‘filling factor’ l = 1/3.
Alternative schemes with spin-orbit interaction. We
note that the model considered above is mathematically
equivalent to the one based on the combination of spin-
orbit interaction (SOI) and uniform magnetic fields in-
stead of the helical fields inside the stripes [33]. The SOI
with wavevector kso polarizes spins along the z-axis and
has opposite signs for m = ±1 stripes. The local uniform
field acting inside the stripes is applied perpendicular to
the z-axis, let say, in the x-direction, and also has oppo-
site signs for m = ±1 stripes such that no total magne-
tization is created. The tunneling is again spin-selective
as before but is now modified with the period π/2kso.
In this configuration, all scattering terms written in the
basis of right and left movers are the same as in Fig. 2.
Here, the chemical potential is tuned such that the Fermi
wavevectors satisfy kF± = kso(1± l).
Conclusions and Outlook. We constructed an
anisotropic two-dimensional model with spatially peri-
odic magnetization which exhibits both IQAHE and
FQAHE. In particular, in the FQAHE regime, the sys-
tem possesses fractional charges e/q, where q is an odd
positive integer. In addition, the model could be gener-
alized to superconducting heterostructures hosting such
exotic particles as Majorana fermions or parafermions
[51–60]. The advantage of the QAHE in this context
over the standard QHE lies in the zero total magnetic
field needed for the former, and, consequently, in a poten-
tially much larger proximity-induced pairing gap. More-
over, the strip of stripes model could, in principle, be
extended to describe other QAHE analogs of the QHE
at the filling factors ν = r/q (where both r and q are
positive integers, and q is odd) as well as at even de-
nominator filling factors which could host non-Abelian
quasiparticles.
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6SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR ”INTEGER
AND FRACTIONAL QUANTUM ANOMALOUS
HALL EFFECT IN A STRIP OF STRIPES
MODEL
Edge states in y-direction for l = 1
We assume that the system is periodic in the y-
direction and contains N unit cells, i.e., 2N stripes,
and search for edge modes that are localized in the
x-direction and propagate along the y-direction [1,
2]. For convenience we introduce the momentum ky
defined by the Fourier transformation Ψkymσ(x) =
1√
N
∑
n e
inkyayΨnmσ(x). In addition, the annihila-
tion operator Ψkymσ can be represented in terms of
slowly-varying right-mover Rkymσ(x) and left-mover
Lkymσ(x) fields defined close to the Fermi points ±kF
as Ψkymσ(x) = Rkymσ(x)e
ikF x + Lkymσ(x)e
−ikF x [3–
5]. The total Hamiltonian is diagonal in momentum
H =
∑
ky
Hky and, for our convenience, can be expressed
in terms of the associated Hamiltonian density Hky (x),
via Hky =
∫
dx Ψ†ky (x)HkyΨky (x), where
Hky = ~υF kˆλ3 +∆Mλ1σ1/2−∆Mλ2σ2η3/2 + t0[1 + cos(kyay)]η1/2 + t0[1− cos(kyay)]σ3η1/2
+ t1[1 + cos(kyay)]λ1η1/2 + t1[1− cos(kyay)]λ1σ3η1/2. (10)
Here, we choose the basis Ψky (x)=(Rky ,11(x), Lky,11(x),
Rky,11¯(x), Lky,11¯(x), Rky ,1¯1(x), Lky,1¯1(x), Rky,1¯1¯(x),
Lky,1¯1¯(x)) composed of the right- and left-movers. The
momentum operator kˆ = −i∂x is determined close to the
Fermi points ±kF and υF = ~kF /m0 is the Fermi ve-
locity. The Pauli matrix λi (σi) acts on right/left-mover
(spin) space and ηi act on sublattice space with i = 1, 2, 3.
To determine if the system is gapped or not at the
Fermi level, it is sufficient to look at zeroes of the deter-
minant of Hky ,
detHky = ∆4M t21
(
t21 sin
2(kyay) + 2(~υFk)
2[1 + cos(kyay)]
)
+
(
[(~υFk)
2 + t21 − t20]2 +∆2M [(~υFk)2 − t21 cos(kyay)]
)2
.
(11)
We note that the effective Hamiltonian Hky pos-
sesses particle-hole symmetry. As a consequence,
U †PHky (k)UP = −Hky (k), where UP = λ1η2σ3K, and K
denotes complex conjugation acting as KΦ = Φ∗. Thus,
the energy spectrum is symmetric around zero, i.e. both
E and −E are eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. The sys-
tem is gapless in two cases. The first case is trivial and
corresponds to ∆M = 0 and ~υFk = ±
√
t20 − t21 under
the condition that t0 > t1. The second case corresponds
to k = ky = 0 and
t21 − t20 = ±∆M t1. (12)
In this case, which is the main focus of this work, the
spectrum can be seen to have a gap except at those spe-
cial parameter values where the gap closes and reopens as
function of these parameters, see Fig. 4. This behavior
suggests that there is a topological phase transition with
edge states, which we confirm in the following explicitly.
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FIG. 4. The topological phase diagram as a function of the
system parameters t0/∆M and t1/∆M , see Eq. (12). The
topological phase (green area) hosts edge modes. The topo-
logically trivial phase (yellow area) corresponds to the fully
gapped system without any state inside the bulk gap.
Edge state wavefunctions for l = 1 and t0 = 0
In this section we derive the edge modes wavefunction
for the special case t0 = 0 and ∆M > t1 such that the
system is in the topological phase, see Fig. 4.
We impose vanishing boundary conditions on the wave-
functions at the left and right ends of each stripe. For
example, wavefunctions should go to zero at the left end
of each strip, i.e., Φ(x = 0) = 0. The energy of the
bound state is found to be ǫ = t1 sin(kyay/2) with kyay ∈
(−π, π) under the condition ∆M > t1 cos(kyay/2). The
corresponding wavefunction describing the edge states is
written in the basis (Ψky11,Ψky11¯,Ψky 1¯1,Ψky 1¯1¯) as
7Φ(x) =


e−i(kF x+kyay/2)
−ie−i(kFx−kyay/2)
ie−ikFx
−eikF x

 e−x/ξ0 +


−e−i(kFx−kyay/2)
iei(kFx+kyay/2)
−ieikFx
e−ikFx

 e−x/ξ− , (13)
FIG. 5. The energy spectrum of a strip of stripes in the
momentum representation for the IQAHE regime with l = 2.
The notations are the same as in Fig. 2 of the main text.
The magnetic skyrmion texture combined with spin-selective
tunneling terms (both have a period pi/2kF ) opens partial
gaps of the size ∆M t2/EF in the bulk spectrum but leaves
two gapless modes at each edge of the stripe.
where the localization lengths are given by
ξ0 = ~υF /[t1 cos(kyay/2)] and ξ− = ~υF /[∆M −
t1 cos(kyay/2)].
Multiple edge modes
We consider the IQAHE for higher effective ‘filling fac-
tors’ l (with l being a positive integer). We focus on
multiple (l) chiral edge modes propagating in the same
direction along the x axis as they are easier to derive,
using a perturbative approach, in the limit of H
(l)
M [see
Eq. (3) in the main text] being dominant.
A magnetic helix with period π/lkF [H
(l)
M , see Eq. (3)
in the main text] opens gaps in the spectrum only in com-
bination with the spin-selective hopping term between
stripes modulated with the period π/lkF . Below, we just
focus on the example for l = 2 (see Fig. 5), but the same
method can be easily generalized to other positive integer
values of l.
As a consequence, the effective coupling between
the right (Rn1σ) and left (Ln1¯σ¯) movers [between the
right (Rn1¯σ) and left (L(n−1)1σ¯) movers] is determined
in second-order perturbation expansion [1, 2] with the
strength t(2) ∝ t2∆M/EF as a result of two subsequent
tunneling events, see Fig. 5. As follows directly from
considering all possible second-order processes in lead-
ing order in ∆M , there are now two uncoupled modes
at each edge: L111¯, L111 (lower edge) and RN 1¯1¯, RN 1¯1
(upper edge).
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